
 

 

 

MARKET UMBRELLA INSTALLATION 

 

 Place umbrella base to where you intend to put/use the umbrella prior to putting the umbrella in the 
base plate tubing. When using the market umbrella it is the user’s responsibility to ensure the 
umbrella is located on a level and stable ground for safe use and for correct installation. 
 

 If the grass base is used and used on a grass/soft surface the steel pins will be supplied for use so 
ensure these are put into the ground (use a hammer) through the holes located in the base plate prior 
to putting the umbrella up. This will prevent the umbrella from falling. 

 If the umbrella becomes unstable or in winding conditions, necessary precautions may need to be 
done to ensure this do not fall over. I.e. – add extra weight’s to the base plate, take down the 
umbrella until conditions ease, move to another location and better surface. 

 Once the base plate is in position and level/secured, insert the umbrella pole into the base piping and 
secure this by tightening the thumb screw knob into the umbrella pole. 

 Ensure the umbrella strap is undone prior to winding up the umbrella.  

 Wind umbrella handle in the direction that opens the umbrella until fully open and erect. 

 To take down reverse the above order. 

 When tacking down and storing the umbrellas are put on a sheet/clean surface to ensure they are 
kept clean and not damaged. Please Take care of the umbrellas.  

 If unsure ask. 

 

 

Please Note: 

The umbrellas are supplied with either a concrete base or a flat steel base for the particular surface 
installation. These are supplied with the Umbrella as per the order. 

When removing the umbrella pole from the base plate please ensure the black plastic sleeve in the top of the 
base does not come out. These do come loose and tend to come out when taking out the umbrella pole for 
the base plate tubing. Please ensure these remain with the base or replacement charges will apply. 

Main Event Hire are 

contactable 24/7 by email at 

info@maineventhire.com.au 


